Artificial intelligence algorithms have a leading role in the field of cybersecurity and attack detection, being able to present better results in some scenarios than classic intrusion detection systems such as Snort or Suricata. In this sense, this research focuses on the evaluation of characteristics for different well-established Machine Leaning algorithms commonly applied to IDS scenarios. To do this, a categorization for cybersecurity data sets that groups its records into several groups is first considered. Making use of this division, this work seeks to determine which neural network model (multilayer or recurrent), activation function, and learning algorithm yield higher accuracy values, depending on the group of data. Finally, the results are used to determine which group of data from a cybersecurity data set are more relevant and representative for the intrusion detection, and the most suitable configuration of Machine Learning algorithm to decrease the computational load of the system.
I. INTRODUCTION
The increased complexity of new computer systems and the adaptability of new technological developments is leading to the progress in the application of new methods and techniques of artificial intelligence (AI) in the field of computer security. Specifically, AI has had a greater incidence in the detection of harmful software or anomalies and intrusions, generating new modules to support more efficient and robust decisions [1] . This aid, among other things, allows human interaction to focus on more abstract actions such as general monitoring of systems or the analysis of errors, i.e., false positives. In addition, AI techniques also help people responsible for IT security to manage and analyze the vast quantity of data that new information systems can generate.
One of the most common uses of AI is the generation of new models of intrusion detection systems (IDS). These systems handle large volumes of data that must be evaluated quickly while generating different types of alerts. In addition The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Luis Javier Garcia Villalba .
to the development of new and more efficient IDS, AI has been used as a basis for implementing IDS applying machine learning techniques for the categorization of patterns through explicit and implicit models [2] . These techniques offer high adaptability to the inclusion and processing of new information.
One of the main problems is the abundance of data in contemporary cybersecurity datasets which requires intelligent algorithms, such as machine learning algorithms, for extracting meaningful information. Specifically, its application to IDS involves the need of high amount of features with the objective to select the best approach and detect the possibility of an attack. The problem is important, because a high number of characteristics in a dataset leads to a model overfitting, consequently turning into poor results on the validation datasets [3] .
Among all the available machine learning techniques, this research focuses on the study of neural network based computing models.
Thus, this work aims to determine which neural network model produces better analysis results for different types of VOLUME 8, 2020 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ data specific to the context of information security. That is, considering that, depending on the work scenario, we will have a specific type of data, this research aims to show which set of parameters of a neural network favor the creation of detection mechanisms that provide an optimal response. Specifically, this work focuses on the study and comparison of multilayer and recurrent neural networks, with special attention to data of a temporary nature. Finally, the novelty of this work is that it presents a study on the behavior of different configurations of neural networks (multilayer and recurrent) based on the proposal of a categorization of a cybersecurity dataset. In this way it has been possible to determine which neural network configuration offers the best results, in terms of accuracy, for each category of data. To achieve the objective of this research, this article has been organized as follows. First, Section II presents a theoretical perspective of the neural networks of interest for this work, i.e. the multilayer networks and the recurrent networks. Section III analyzes the most relevant works that have opted for the application of these specific types of neural networks for the detection of cyberattacks. Sections IV and V provide the study and justification of the choice of data used in this research. Finally, sections VI and VII present the results and conclusions of this work.
II. NEURAL NETWORKS
Artificial neural networks are complex systems constructed by simple computational units called neurons, analogous to the behavior of neurons in biological brains. These neurons are interconnected through links that manage the activation state of adjacent neurons.
Each neuron works according to an activation function, which relates its input to its output. The most common activation functions are detailed in Table 1 . The connections or weights that connect the neurons are updated according to the learning algorithm used, explored in Section II-B, to reduce the error between the desired output and the obtained output.
A. NEURAL NETWORKS UNDERSTUDY
The most widespread neural networks are the so-called feedforward networks, where the signal travels in a single direction (from the input to the output), and there are no loops, which means that the output of one layer does not affect the same layer. They can be composed of one layer of neurons (monolayer) or several (multilayer). This study focuses only on multilayer networks; the basic structure is shown in Figure 1 .
In contrast to the feedforward neural networks, there are recurrent neural networks (RNNs) where the signals can travel in both directions, introducing loops in the network, which results in the output of a layer affecting this same layer, so it can give the network the memory property. Therefore, this type of neural network is generally used for the modeling of time series or tasks [4] . The use of RNNs is lower compared to feedforward networks, partly because the learning algorithms are much less effective (to date). However, they are presented as a very interesting alternative [5] .
One of the most commonly used RNN architectures is the long short-term memory (LSTM) network [6] , which minimizes the problem of gradient descent. Figure 2 presents the basic scheme of a processing unit of this type of neural network.
The key to understanding the functioning of these networks are the values C t−1 and C t , which represent the state of each cell. Thus, a cell can maintain its state in time (through the horizontal line that connects C t−1 and C t ) regulating the flow of information between the input and the output through nonlinear doors.
B. MACHINE LEARNING ALGORITHMS UNDERSTUDY
Learning is the process by which the degrees of freedom of a neural network are adapted through a process of stimulation, the process by which the neural network modifies its weights (connections between neurons) in response to input information.
Learning methods can be divided into supervised learning or unsupervised learning. In a supervised learning model, the network receives a set of behavioral examples already tagged; in contrast, in the case of unsupervised learning, the inputs are the only source of information for learning, and the network learns to categorize the inputs.
For the problem addressed in this article, we only focus on supervised learning for error correction, which is intended to minimize a cost function based on the error signal, so that the response of each output neuron of the network is as close as possible to the objective response. The methods studied for this error correction are the stochastic gradient descent (SGD) [7] , the root mean square propagation (RMSProp) [8] , Adam [9] , Adaptive Gradient Algorithm (adagrad) [10] , adadelta [11] , adamax [9] and Nadam [12] The most important problems related to learning in recurrent neural networks are grouped around two concepts: the vanishing gradient and the exploding gradient [13] , [14] . Problems related to exploding gradient refer to a large increase in the gradient norm during training due to the explosion of long-term components, which grow exponentially. The problems related to the vanishing gradient have an opposite behavior; that is, the long-term components decrease exponentially until reaching a norm close to zero. Both problems make it impossible for the model to learn the correlation between temporally distant events. In [15] , several solutions were proposed to deal with these problems, such as scaling down gradients whenever a threshold is exceeded (exploding gradient) or using a regularization term that has a preference for some values, which implies that the gradients neither increase or decrease in magnitude (vanishing gradient).
III. THE USE OF NEURAL NETWORKS IN CYBERSECURITY
The application of artificial neural networks to the context of computer security is mainly focused on the detection of intrusions in a network since artificial neural networks are considered an efficient approach to pattern classification. The main problem with these algorithms consists of the high calculation requirements and the long training cycles they require, hindering their incorporation into commercial applications [16] .
Even though different cybersecurity proposal are based on old public datasets, their results are not comparable due to different causes: different algorithms consider different features, implementation of pre-filtering operation and the use of different split between test and training data set [17] . For this, the current article makes an exhaustive comparation of different groups of characteristics applying different algorithms of feed forward neural networks (FFNN) and RNN setting and testing different configurations proposed as mentioned in section VI Artificial neural networks, as discussed above, have been used in multiple and diverse problems related to IDSs.
An example of the performance of a simple network can be found in [18] , where an accuracy of 98.86% was obtained by making use of a three-layer neural network with backpropagation. This accuracy resembles that achieved by other algorithms (supported vector machine (SVM), naïve Bayes, and C4.5). The authors of [19] compared between models based on multilayer neural networks and SVM algorithms. The results presented in this work demonstrate a similar accuracy of approximately 99%.
Different algorithms such as DNN and non-DNN were presented, in which they compared different models using the data set KDD99 [20] obtaining an accuracy of 92.9% applying a DNN, approaching better results versus non-DNN models [21] . This results can be improved selecting different values for the configuration of the algorithm, such as the number of layers, normalization functions, number of nodes or activation functions [22] .
In [23] , a more complex network was presented, where a neural network with a time delay or time-delay neural network (TDNN) was used to develop an IDS capable of collecting the characteristics of the monitored network packets. These features were grouped and introduced to a neural network with a time delay that would classify them by setting an alarm if necessary. This work verified, by performing diverse tests, that the implemented system detects attacks more quickly than by using expert rules systems such as Snort.
Other works, such as those presented in [24] , compared the use of a competitive enhanced learning network (improved competitive learning network (ICLN)) with the self-organizing map (SOM) model. ICLN networks are used in unsupervised learning, while SOM is a fully connected and single-layer model used in supervised learning. After performing experiments with both networks, a similar accuracy was obtained, although the SOM network requires longer processing time.
Another type of artificial neural network architecture, popular for computer security environments, is recurrent networks. In [25] , an IDS architecture was presented where distributed-time deferred neural networks (DTDNN) were used, which provides a simple and efficient method for classifying data sets because of its high speed and fast convergence rates, with satisfactory results. Another type of recurrent neural network architecture widely used for the development of IDS is the so-called long short-term memory (LSTM), which was introduced in [7] , [4] , [26] , [27] . In [7] , an accuracy of 97.54% was presented, which is equal to other neural network architectures but had a false positive rate of 9.98%, quite high, although below most others architectures of neural networks with which it was compared. Additionally, [26] presented an architecture that yields an overall accuracy of 93.72%, although, for recognition attacks, which were addressed in this work, the accuracy was very low (56.4%). The work performed in [4] achieved high accuracy in DoS attacks and normal connections but low performance in reconnaissance attacks, R2L and U2R. Finally, [27] presented results that showed that the use of recurrent networks for intrusion classification tasks is more accurate than with other learning algorithms. In addition to representing an independent functional unit, neural networks allow their combination with other machine learning algorithms to achieve better performance. This form of action can be found in [28] , where spectral grouping and deep neural networks were used for the development of an IDS.
Undoubtedly, data are the key piece of any machine learning algorithm because they are the source of learning information to allow proper classifying of each new entry. For this reason, there are studies focused on categorizing patterns of a data set such as [29] , either focused on their study or the reduction of features in the case of multidimensional data sets. However, these works lack a detailed analysis of the data used for learning as the categorization proposed in this research and whose objective is to improve the efficiency, performance, and reliability of the algorithm.
IV. CATEGORIZATION OF A CYBERSECURITY DATA SET
The analysis of some existing data sets (UNB-ISCX-2012 [30] , CTU-13 [31] , MACCDC [32] or UGR'16 [33] ) allows us to observe that they have different formats and feature, so that we can say that cybersecurity data sets are highly heterogeneous.
The methodology proposed in this case aims to simplify multidimensional data sets, choosing only the relevant characteristics for the specific scenario and thus making the learning algorithm lighter. Specifically, the novelty of this work is reducing this multidimensionality by groups of characteristics, instead of using an individual approach, as an alternative of those presented in the current state of the art [34] - [37] . For this purpose, this research proposes three main feature groups: basic connection characteristics, content characteristics, and traffic statistical characteristics. Some of these characteristics will have more or less weight, depending on the type of attack being detected. For example, time-based traffic characteristics are especially useful for detecting high volumes of data in a small interval of time and, therefore, appropriate for possible denial-of-service (DoS) attacks. The following subsections describe each of them.
A. BASIC CONNECTION CHARACTERISTICS
This category includes the basic features that are usually found in a TCP header. They are intrinsic characteristics of a connection and can be useful for general-purpose network analysis, as well as being used for intrusion detection. Examples of these characteristics are the duration, the service, the protocol, or information about the origin and destination of the connection.
B. CONTENT CHARACTERISTICS
These characteristics refer to the content of the packets of the connection that is being analyzed. It is more specific information, so its use is more oriented to the detection of certain attacks instead of focusing on the detection of anomalies in a network. Characteristics that would be classified in this category are, for example, the number of unsuccessful authentication attempts, information about access to a root console or the number of file creation operations.
C. TRAFFIC STATISTICAL CHARACTERISTICS
This category includes characteristics that are not related to a single connection but statistical information related to a specific property [38] . That is, by selecting a particularity, such as the same host, these statistical properties can be the number of connections to that host or the percentage of connections to that host that have the same service. In general, they provide more information than previous groups of characteristics. This category is divided into subcategories depending on the characteristics studied.
1) TRAFFIC CHARACTERISTICS BASED ON TIME
These characteristics are obtained in a time window of 2 seconds, considering that recognition attacks are based on the generation of many connections in a short period. They can be, for example, the number of connections to the same host or the number of connections that have SYN errors during the defined time window.
2) TRAFFIC CHARACTERISTICS BASED ON THE SOURCE ADDRESS
These are characteristics referred to information relative to the same source host. Specifically, the analyzed data set uses a window of 100 connections to the same host in a certain period.
3) TRAFFIC CHARACTERISTICS BASED ON THE DESTINATION ADDRESS
These are identical characteristics to the previous case but grouping the information according to the destination host. For example, a possible feature for this category is the number of connections to the same service.
V. DATA SET UNDERSTUDY
For the problem addressed in this paper, the database used must contain information about different connections in a network together with a label that specifies whether the connection is an attack and its type or a normal connection. The algorithm used for detection will make use of supervised learning, and therefore, it is necessary that each type of data is labeled and classified.
In this case, the data set UNSW-NB15 [39] , [40] , which is widely used in cybersecurity [41] - [44] and considered as a benchmark data set [45] , was chosen. The choice of this data set is motivated by several factors: the validity of the attacks the labeling of these, and the classification of the data, similar to that presented in the previous section.
The UNSW-NB15 data set is composed of 49 features, 47 of which are related to the attributes of the data; the last two features are related to the type of attack and the behavior in the data set (normal or attack). This data set contains approximately 2.540.460 simple connections. Several efforts have been made to reduce the number of representative features of each of the connections without implying a reduction in the accuracy of the response. This is the case in [46] , where a neural network was used to determine the accuracy obtained in the detection after the reduction in features using correlation or entropy techniques. In this article, we check the accuracy that is achieved using each group of data to infer which type of characteristics have more influence on the detection of an attack.
Modern attacks are found in this data set, which is divided into nine categories: Fuzzers, Analysis, Backdoors, DoS, Exploits, Generic, Reconnaissance, Shellcode, and Worms. This paper focuses on recognition attacks, partly because of the large number of records of this type present in the data set as well as their versatility. Generally, these attacks correspond to the first phase of a later attack of greater magnitude; therefore, it is an interesting starting point for the early detection of cyberattacks and consequently allows reacting as soon as possible when an organization faces a cyberattack.
As previously mentioned, each connection (registry) is defined by 47 features. For the grouping of these characteristics, the detailed scheme in Section IV was followed. Each of the proposed groups has been created for the experiment in the following way: Group 1 or basic characteristics, Group 2 or basic characteristics and content characteristics, Group 3 or basic characteristics, content characteristics and traffic characteristics based on time and Group 4 or basic characteristics, content characteristics, traffic characteristics based on time, traffic characteristics based on the source address and traffic characteristics based on the destination address. Table 2 shows a summary of this classification.
This division is useful for performing different tests with different groups and determining which variables influence the final result of the algorithm.
Certain features, such as protocol, service or flag, are not presented numerically, which is why one-hot coding was used [47] . In addition, some of the characteristics, such as duration or src bytes (sbytes), present data with widely dispersed values over a wide numerical range, so they are normalized by both the min-max function
and the Z-score function
where σ is the average and α is the standard deviation.
VI. EXPERIMENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS
For the implementation of neural networks, Python was used as the programming language, and the TensorFlow library, an open-source library created by Google Brain Team. This library offers all the necessary tools to build, train and test the effectiveness of artificial neural networks. Throughout this section, the results obtained after the tests were carried out with the two neural network models, the activation functions, the different learning algorithms, and the different groups of characteristics are presented. In the different experiments tested, both the activation function of the neurons and the optimizer were modified.
For experimentation and analysis, an Adam optimization algorithm was used. Once defined, the results related to the accuracy of the different activation functions were obtained. With these accuracy values, the best activation function was selected, and several experiments were carried out with the optimizers.
The variables that must be monitored to determine the performance of each network are the accuracy and the cost. To analyze the accuracy, we compared the test data for which connection labels were predicted, and the true values of these labels, obtaining the total number of predicted labels by the algorithm and obtaining the percentage of accuracy. Where appropriate, the cost focused on measuring the error between the test data for which connection labels were predicted, and the true value of the labels calculated the cross-entropy of the normalized exponential function. Once this error was obtained, it was averaged, and a value was obtained that was reduced in the next iteration of training. Finally, the weights of the neural network were initialized with random values.
A. ANALYSIS OF MULTILAYER NEURAL NETWORKS
The developed multilayer neural network consisted of three fully connected layers, an input layer, a hidden layer, and an output layer. The distribution of neurons of this network in each layer followed the set of rules defined in [48] and detailed in Table 3 .
For the tests carried out in this research, the combinations of the activation function and the optimizers shown in Table 4 were tested. For each configuration, both min-max and Z-score normalization were used. Additionally, each of these configurations was analyzed with each group of characteristics defined in Table 2 , focusing on the best accuracy and determining the best configuration for each type of data.
First, to determine the activation function, m00, m01, m02, and m03 tests were performed, using the optimizer Adam and both normalization functions, min-max and Z-score. The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 3 in a descendent form, from the best performances in terms of accuracy to the worst. These results indicate that the best results (higher accuracy and earlier convergence) were obtained by the use of a linear rectifier for all the groups of characteristics, obtaining values of approximately 98% of accuracy using the R_1 rule and the Z-score normalization function for each of the groups of characteristics. Similarly, it can be observed the activation function, the corresponding rule to determine the number of specific nodes for the hidden layers, as well as the most appropriate normalization function.
Then, in Figure 4 , the experiments performed once the linear rectifier function is set, show that the maximum accuracy was reached for each of the groups of characteristics of experiment m00, executed on each of the groups of characteristics and achieved an accuracy of 98.56%. The results of these tests are detailed in Table 5 .
For the data belonging to Group 2, the activation function that achieved the best result was the linear rectifier, with an accuracy of 98.8%. Setting this as the activation function, the experiments related to the optimizers show that the highest accuracy was obtained with the Adam optimizer (value indicated previously), followed by RMSProp, with an accuracy of 98.18%. The main disadvantage presented RMSProp was that the accuracy did not remain stable, but fading occurred in its value throughout the rest of the experiment. For the gradient descent optimizer, accuracy values decreased by approximately 12%.
In the experiments performed with the Adam optimizer on the data belonging to Group 3, those data related to a time window indicated that the best performance was obtained using the linear rectifier function as the activation function (98.43% accuracy).
Finally, for the data belonging to Group 4, that is, traffic data characterized by traffic direction, the accuracy values were worse than for Groups 1, 2 and 3. The best combination was achieved with the linear rectifier as the activation function and the Adam optimizer. Thus, comparing the obtained data, we can affirm that the best results were obtained using the Adam optimizer and the linear rectifier function as an activation function, applying a normalization function of type Z-score and R_1.
B. ANALYSIS OF RECURRENT NEURAL NETWORKS
The recurrent neural network developed is based on an LSTM architecture. This type of network was chosen due to its learning capacity and the good results it has achieved in other similar projects. This neural network is composed of an LSTM neuron fed by a determined number of connections. These connections contain a distinct variable number of characteristics. The tests performed with this network are detailed in Table 6 , and the corresponding results are shown in Table 7 . For Group 1, the maximum accuracy was 98% using the Adam optimizer. The optimizers that reduced the cost more quickly were Adam and RMSProp.
C. COMPARISON BETWEEN MULTILAYER AND RECURRENT NEURAL NETWORKS
Another objective of this work is to compare the performance of multilayer neural networks versus recurrent neural networks. To do this, the maximum accuracy obtained for each group of data were compared.
In general, there was no clear benefit that justified the use of a recurrent neural network since the accuracy obtained was very similar to those obtained through the use of a multilayer neural network. As explained in [10] , this is due to the complexity inherent in the correct training of a recurrent neural network. However, the computing cost offered by recurrent networks is significantly greater (9 times higher) than that associated with multilayer networks.
The tests performed by these configurations are presented in Table 7 and Figure 5 . In the case of Group 1, the maximum accuracy was achieved using the Adam optimizer (98%). Similar results were achieved for Groups 2, 3 and 4. The optimizers that reduced the cost faster were Adam and RMSProp. 
D. RELEVANCE OF THE DATA GROUPS
After performing the described experiments with the multilayer neural network on different data groups, it was observed that when using only one set of characteristics, it was possible to obtain good prediction results. However, in the experiments performed with the complete data set of each group of characteristics, it was possible to observe better performance and accuracy with groups 1 and 2 with a value of 99%, while with groups 3 and 4, an accuracy was obtained of approximately 98%. Regarding the recurrent network, the maximum results obtained from accuracy in the experiments were similar and close to 98%.
E. ARCHITECTURE OF THE NEURAL NETWORK AND NORMALIZATION OF INPUT VALUES
Each neural network can offer different results depending on its configuration; that is, these results depend on the nodes of its architecture, the optimization functions and the normalization of input values. In this case, the rule that provided the greatest accuracy in each of the exposed data groups was R_1.
F. COMPARISON BETWEEN MULTIPLES RESEARCHES APPROACHES
Different researches have been presented related to our work. In [44] the authors analyzed the dataset UNSW-NB15 by several machine learning techniques offering a data preprocessing technique to reduce redundant data. The research explores an analysis with reduced features instead of 47 features presented in the current dataset. The best performance was with 22 features providing an accuracy of 89.86% followed by an accuracy of 89.76% using 13 features applying Decision Trees. Furthermore, some recent researches have studied the current datasets and most of them have done an evaluation of machine learning techniques such as [49] , where the UNSW-NB15 was evaluated by different machine learning algorithms such as Decision Trees, Naïve Bayes and Support Vector Machine, obtaining the best accuracy by Decision Trees (C5.0) of 85.41%. Also, in [41] the authors present a feature selection for rare cyber-attacks, where they propose an evaluation of multiples algorithms with the objective to detect the best accuracy for multi class classification, obtaining an accuracy in the best case (for worms attacks) of 99.94%. Table 8 shows a representation of different related researches and their comparison with the results presented in this article.
VII. CONCLUSION
This work explored the application of neural networks to the detection of cybersecurity intrusions with two main objectives. First, the categorization of a data set (UNSW-NB15), dividing its characteristics into basic, content, traffic statistics and direction-based methods, to analyze which of these groups are the most relevant for the detection of anomalies, and to reduce training and reduce the loss of the models implemented. The second objective focused on determining which neural network can offer a better performance according to the data available for its training.
The experiments performed, using the data set and the proposed categorization, allowed several conclusions to be drawn. The optimal results for each group of data were identified according to the type of neural network, the activation function, the optimization function, and the network architecture, as detailed in sections VI-a and VI-b. Additionally, the results show that when using only one group of data, an accurate prediction of the attack can be obtained, independent of the neural network topology. Thus, the configuration proposed as m00_z-score_R1_G1_rl obtained an accuracy similar to the configuration m00_z-score_R1_G4_rl, decreasing the load of the algorithm in terms of performance, but with a smaller number of characteristics, as detailed in VI-a.
Regarding the comparison between the different neural network architectures analyzed, there was no substantial improvement when using recurrent networks instead of multilayer networks, which was most likely due to the difficulty of training a recurring network.
Also, this article makes a comparison between different works that uses the same dataset and propose a similar idea in terms of characterization of features, selecting the most appropriate to get the best performance as possible in terms of accuracy. The results have exposed that our proposed model and characteristics have obtained the best accuracy with the FFNN and the group one of characteristics with 19 features.
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